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The following report comprises
part one of a three-part series of
articles on communication and
chiropractic supported by a grant
from the American Chiropractic
Association, which also assisted in
the administration of the research.
The findings and conclusions of
the series are based on an investigation begun early in 1983 and
were drawn from survey responses
by doctors of chiropractic and chiropractic assistants. The study was
designed to ascertain the extent to
which members of these two
groups are apprehensive about
communicating with others and to
indicate how difficulties in interaction can affect the overall treatment
of patients and determine the success of a practice.
The researchers involved in the
study were Dr. Jerry Allen, nationally recognized teacher, researcher, author, and communication consultant; Dr. Virginia P.
Richmond, teacher, researcher,
and author in the areas of communication apprehension,
shyness, and organizational
com,...,'~

;::,.'

--.

munication and development; and.
Dr. James c. McCroskey, researcher, author, editor, teacher, and
popular lecturer.
Dr. Allen is an associate professor and coordinator
of Communication Studies at the University of Bridgeport, in Connecticut.
He teaches and does research in
the areas of interpersonal and public communication, business and
political communication, persuasion, and the mass media. He has
authored three books and numerous articles and has conducted
several workshops. Dr. Allen has
served as a consultant to political
candidates, businesses, healthcare groups, and government
agencies. He consults regularly
with doctors of chiropradk concerning communication.
Dr. Richmond, an associate professor at West Virginia University,
has taught and performed various
administrative duties at the high
school, junior college, and universitv levels. She is the coauthor
of a book, has written more than 20
journal articles, and has presented
papers at numerous conventions.
,. .

repor1

She recently completed two articles
on communication apprehension
in pharmacy students. Dr. Richmond has researched communication apprehension
for approximatelv 10 vears.
Dr. McC;oskey is a full professor
and chairperson of the Department
of Speech Communication at West
Virginia University and has ar.
educational background in speech
communication and educationa:
psychology. He is the author of 12
books, numerous book chaDters.
and two articles on communicatiorc
apprehension in pharmacy students, and has edited several professional publications. Dr. McCroskey has also lectured extensivelv both in the United States anc
abroad. He has researched communication apprehension for thE
past 16 years.
The opinions expressed in thE
following paper - as well as ir
subsequent articles in this serie~
appearing in the next two issues 0:
the AC4. Journal- are those of thE
authors and not necessarilv thOSE
of the American Chiropractic Asso.
ciation.
I.
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Dr. Jerry Allen
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Dr. Virginia P. RiclzmO/zd

Dr. Jamesc. McCrosk:::

Communication and the
Chiropractic Profession

Part I

By Jerry Allen, Ph.D.
Department of Communication
University of Bridgeport
Virginia P. Richmond, Ph.D.
Department of Speech Communication
West Virginia University
James C. McCroskey, Ed.D.
Department of Speech Communication
West Virginia University

)

This article examines the mean trait-

like communication apprehension
scores for doctors of chiropractic and
chiropractic assistants and the normatiTle means for the general population.
Results indicated that doctors of chiropractic are substantially lower on traitlike communication apprehension than
the general population, while chiropractic assistants are very close to the
national nOrmS. Doctors ofchiropractic

who reported low communication
apprehension had more years of experience in the profession. The doctors' of
chiropractic
and chiropractic
assistants' state apprehension with patients
was also examined. Results indicated
that both doctors of chiropractic and
chiropractic assistants generally do not
experience much state apprehension in
this context.

considered
~ highly valued
commoditv.7, 1- Those who communicate ~lot are rewarded in this
culture; those who do not are rewarded far less. You have probably
encountered the person who is
very quiet, rarely speaks except
when forced to, never volunteers
information about her/himself,
never joins in on group activities
and often will avoid communicaance.l, 3, ;>,6. 8, 9However, it is not
tion with others. That is one wav to
clear why much doctor-patient
describe an individual who' recommunication is so ineffective.
Researchers speculate that some ceives few rewards in this societY.
health-care professionals simply Often, such people are perceived
do not know how to communicate by others as being snobbish, quiet,
effectively (they may never have and not very friendly or outgoing.
received needed training) and In reality, most such people simply
some simply do not care. Regard- are afraid of communicating.
less of the reason, the fact is that
A surprisingly large number of
many patients may not be receiv- people in the American culture are
ing a high level of care because of afraid of communicating.
In a
ineffective doctor-patient
com- nationwide survey it was learned
munication.
that the primarY fear of Americans
This is the first report of a series is the fear of speaking in public.2
of studies that"addresses the issue Eve.'1the fear of death came in a
of communication in the chiroprac- poor third! Others have found that
tic profession. This article will re- as many as three of everY four stuview the number one communica- dents have a fear of speaking in this
tion problem in society and discuss context. 15While many people may
its potential impact on the chiro- have the fear of public speaking,
most who have the fear will never
practic profession.
In this society, perhaps more so have. to give a public speech. They
than any other, communic:ltion is can simply avoid such situations.

Contemporary health-care professionals realize that a more personalized doctor-patient
relationship is essential to the health,
both mental and physical, of the
patient. Research clearly indicates
that ineffective communication be. havior of health-care professionals
is a major cause of patient dissatisfacti<:?n and lack of compli-
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There is a fear of communication
which is far more serious than the
fear of speaking in public. This
problem is known as "communication apprehension."
Communication apprehension
is an individual's level of fear or anxietY
associated with either real or anticipated
communication
with
another person or persons. 12While
stage fright or fear of public speaking is a very normal fear, communication apprehension
impacts
on an individual in everY facet of
her/his life and is not' normal.
Many people desire to communicate with others and recognize the
importance of communicating but
are prevented from doing so by
their fear or anxiety. Most people
who are highly communication
apprehensive
have neither substandard communication skills nor
deep-seated
psychological
problems. They are normal people who
are afraid to communicate.
Research indicates that one of
five persons in the general American popula tion has high communication
apprehension.
Some
cultures (Le., Israeli, Puerto Rican)
have less, and some mav have
more (Le., Japanese). How~ver, in
general, 20 percent of the population in most cultures are highly
communication apprehensive.12
The size of this problem actually
is greater than might be suggested
by the 20 percent estimate. This
estimate is based on onlv those
people who are generally apprehensive about all oral communication. This is a broad, trait-like personalitv orientation toward communic~tion. Many other people,
while not broadly apprehensive
about communication,
experience
high communication
apprehension in only some type of communication context. As we noted,
about 75 percent of us are very anxious about public speaking. Many
others are highly anxious about
talking in meetings or classes. We
estimate that over 40 oercent ofthe
population fall into this category.
Others are troubled about talking
26

in a small group, either a business
conference or a social gathering.
We estimate that approximately 25
percent of us have a problem in this
area. Finallv, and this mav be most
important in the health-~are professions,
some people are very
apprehensive
about dyadic (twoperson) communication.
Our research suggests that about 10 percent of the population experience a
problem in this communication
context.4, 12, 14

u. . . the highly apprehensive doctor of chiropractic or com1nuni[:ation
apprehensive may fail to
establish a good com1nunicative relationship
with the patient, even if
the patient is not apprehensive. "
For the health-care professional,
both trait-like communication
apprehension and apprehension in
the two-person context of doctorpatient communication are causes
for concern. If the patient is
apprehensive,
he/she may not
volunteer needed information to
the doctor or may not request
needed information from the doctor. Similarly, the highly apprehensive doctor of chiropractic or
communication apprehensive may
fail to establish a good communicative relationship with the patient,
even if the patient is not apprehensive.
Effects of Communication
Apprehension
Before we turn our attention to
our research relating to communication apprehension in the
chiropractic profession, let us take
just a few moments to provide an
overview of the effects that communication apprehension has been

found to have in people's lives. We
will consider
three important
aspects
of everyone's
life: (1)
school, (2) work, and (3) social relations.
School. Most of the impact of
communication
apprehension
on
schoolchildren
is very negative.
Perhaps the only positive impact is
that quiet children are less likely tc
get into trouble with the teacher.
OveralL quiet children are perceived by both teachers and peer~
at all grade levels as less intelligent, less comoetent, and less sociable. 10. 12, 14 .
Even though there is no meaningful difference in intelligence.
quiet children on average scarf
lower on precollege achievemen'
tests than do their talkative peers.
The ultimate effect of quietness.
then, is less learning. While quie:
children ultimatelv
achieve les5
than their aptitude~ would justify,
talkative children achieve at a leve;
above what their aptitudes wouk
justify. This is primarily because 0:
their \.\i.llingness to engage in com.
munication with the teacher anc
p~ers. Quiet children are less likely
to be called on to respond in clas5
and thus have less opportunity tc
correct mistakes in their learning.
Thev also receive less attentionanc
less~reinforcement from the teacher
and ask for help less frequently anc
volunteer to participate less frequently in class. In the elementary
grades, quiet children are often
thought to be slow, lazy, or disinterested and are sometimes placed
in the "slow" groupS.lO, 12
Because
manv
courses
are
graded at least partially on "participation," quiet people often receive
poorer marks than their more
talkative counterparts.
In a very
real sense, quiet children are discriminated against in the school environment. Peers even perceive the
quiet child as less intelligent and.
maybe more important, lp.ss sociable.
The quiet child is seen as unsociable and not outgoing and is often
ignored by his/her peer's.' This in

itself impacts on the child's growth
and development
in the schoo!.
The quiet child cannot go to the
teacher; nor can he/she go to his/
her peers for assistance - hence
the perception by both teachers
and peers that the quiet child is not
as intelligent as the talkative child.
We can summarize the impact of
communication
apprehension
in
the school environment in the following way: the school environment requires and expects effective

communication
on the part of the
individual.
The person 'who is
quiet is less likely to fare well in
school than the person who is
verbal.

10. 1Z

Work. As with the school en-,
vironment, most of the impact of
communication
apprehension
on
an individual in the work environment is negative. The quiet indivi.dual in the work environment is
usually perceived by both supervisors and peers as being less com-

- Personal Report
of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24)

Table 1

)

Directions: This instrument is composed of 24 statements concerning your feelings
about communication with other people. Please indicate in the space provided the
degree to which each statement applies to you by marking whether you (1) Strongly
Agree. (2) Agree, (3) Are Undecided, (4) Disagree, or (5) Strongly Disagree with each
statement. There are no right or wrong answers. Many of the statements are similar to
other statements. Do not be concerned about this. Work quickly:just record your first
impression.
-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I dislike participating in group discussions.
Generally, I am comfortable while particioating in a group discussion.
I am tense and nervous while parricipating in group discussiens.
I like to get involved in group discussions.
Engaging in a group discussion with new
people makes me tense and nervcus.

-

6.

I am calm and relaxed while participating in group discussions.

-

7. Generally, I am nervous when I have to particieate in a meeting.
8. Usuaily I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
9. I am very caim and relaxed when I am called upon
te express an opinion at a meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myseif at meetings.
11. Communicating at meetings usuaily makes me uncomfortable.
12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.
13. While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance,
I feet very nervous.
14. I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
15. Ordinarily I am very tense and nervous in conversations.
16. Ordinarily I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
17. While conversing with a new acquaintance. I feel very relaxed.
18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
19. I have no fear of giving a speech.
20. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
22. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a speech.
23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
24. While giving a speech I get so nervous, I forget facts I really know.
SCORING:
Group

= 18 -

- (3) + -(4) - (5)- + (6)

(1) + (2)

-

.

Meeting= 18 (7) + (8) + (9) (10)
(11) ... (12)
Dyadic= 18 - (13) + (14) - (15) + (16) + (17) - (18)
Public = 18 -;-(19) - (20) + (21)
(22) ... (23) - (2<1)

-

Overall CA :; Group -'- Meeting + Dyadic.,... Public
For subscores

High CA

=

> 23

Fer subscores LowCA :; < 13
For total PRC'; High CA = > 79
For total PRCA Low CA

=

< 52
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petent, less likely to be a leade~
less assertive, less responsive, anc
generally less attractive as a wo~:
partner than more talkative ine:
viduals.
The impact
of thes
perceptions may be felt in thre
areas in the work environment: ir.
terviewing,
tvpe of job, an,
satisfaction.

11, 1'2. 14

Quiet people are less likely to b
offered an interview for a positio
than are talkative people. To be ~E
ferred to as "quiet" or "reticent" :
a recommendation
for a job is tl"kiss of death." With other au,"
ifications being equaL anothe; a ~
plicant will be given the interviev
In fact, even if other qualificatior
are not equaL this is likely to be tloutcome.
Since quiet people
tend:
choose occupations
wit.h lowf
communication
requirements
ar.
talkative people tend to choos
occupations
with higher cor:
munication
requirements,
w
might assume the high apprehe~
sive would fare well. This is nc
necessarily true. The positions th.
high apprehensives obtain typic:.
ly provide lower status and Fa
than positions obtained by mo~
talkative persons. This is partly
function of the quiet person' s see~
ing a position
with low cor.
munication
demands,
and suc
positions generally are lower sta
us, lower pay positions. Howeve:
this is also partly a fundon of tl-.
employer's unwillingness to hire
quiet person for a better positior.
Once employed,
quiet peop:
and talkative people are not equa
Iv successful. Research in a wiG
';ariety of occupations
has ine
cated that quiet people report [es
job satisfaction than the avera~
employee. Job performance
ma.
differ. Talkative people are fa
more successful in sales and supe
- visory-administrative
position
than quiet people. Research ine:
cates that quiet peopl~ are nc
promoted frequently.
Howeve~
rese:uch also indicJ.tes that th
high .:1pprehensives usuaily do DC
-

Table 2

")

anticipate being promoted or even
want to be promoted. Most promotions require
increased
communication responsibilities and supervision of others. Hence, most
quiet people do not want this. On
the other hand, talkative persons
are prime candidates
for such
promotions. 12
Lastlv, it has been found that
quiet persons tend to retain positions with the same organization
for shorter periods
than more
talkative persons. In one investigation, for example, after controlling
for age, talkative
people were
found to have 50 percent more
seniority
than quiet people.
It
would seem that once a quiet individual obtained a position, he/she
would hang onto it. However,
such is not the case. Quiet people
are generally
more dissatisfied
with their positions,
and many
times their supervisors
and coworkers become dissatisfied with
them. Hence, they leave the position.12
Overall, the work environment
is not a positive place for the highly
communication apprehensive individual. Most work environments
require and expect effective communication to obtain and maintain
employment. Quiet people tend to
fall into a "last to be hired, last to be
promoted, first to be fired" syndrome, whereas talkative persons
tend to be successful in their work
and are likely to be retained and
considered for promotion. 11. 12. 14
Social Relations. Given the impact
communication
apprehension
has
on the school and work environments, it is not surprising to find
that quiet people tend to have
problems in the social environment. In the social realm, quiet
people are perceived as less friendly, less attractive and less sociable.
Thev also have far fewer dates and
few~r people they can call friends
than their talkative
counterparts. 12-1..
The primary reason for the above
is the lack of communication on the
part of the highly apprehensive
28

-

State Communication Apprehension Measure

(SCAM)
Directions: A number of statements which people have used to describe their feelings
while talking to another person are given below. Please indicate how accurately these
statements describe how you felt while talking to the last patient with whom you
interacted before filling out this form. Mark 7 (in the space before the statement) if the
statement describes how you felt extremely accurately; 6 if moderately accurate; 5 if
somewhat accurate; 4 if neither accurate nor inaccurate; 3 if somewhat inaccurate; 2 if
moderately inaccurate; 1 if extremely inaccurate. There are no right or wrong answers.
Just respond to the items quickly to describe as accurately as you can how you felt while
talking to the other person.

_I
_1
_I

_I

-

person.

I felt apprehensive.
I feltdisturbed.
I felt peaceful.
feltloose.
feltuneasy.
I felt self.assured.
I wasfearful.
feltruffled.
feltjumpy.
I felt composed.

Social relationships

require a certain degree of communication between people in
order for relationships to be established, uncertaintY reduced and
the relationship m;intained. High
communication apprehensive persons are not capable of giving that
degree of communication.
In a
study of over 400 college students,
quiet and talkative students were
asked to indicate how many people
they knew that they could classify
as "good friends." Responses
ranged from none to over 20. Of
particular interest was that over a
third of the high communication
apprehensive students reported
having no good friends at all, while
not a single talkative person reported having no good friends.
When asked to list the names of
their good friends, over half of
those named by the high communication apprehensives were

-

relatives
parents, siblings, or
cousins. Less than five percent of
the low communication apprehensives mentioned any relatives as
"good friends."
As with the school and work environments, quiet persons tend to
fare poorly, and talkative persons
tend to fare well. Most social relationships
require effective com-

_I
_I
_1
_I

I feltbothered.
I feltsatisfied.
feltsafe.
I feltflustered.
I wascheerful.
felthappy.
feltdejected.
I feltpleased.
1feltgood.
feltunhappy.

munication for the establishmer-.
and maintenance
of the reI;:;.
tionship, and the quiet individu;:;.
cannot deliver the communicatior
needed. 12-1..
Purpose of Study
The survev reported here souzr
to determine the general levet c
communication
apprehension
e>:
perienced by doctors of chiroprac
tic and chiropractic assistants. Th
survey also sought to examine th
level of state or situational .conmunication which doctors of elu
ropractic and chiropractic
assis
tants experience with patients.
Method
The national office of the ACboth sponsored and assisted in th
administration of this research. A
members of the ACA were sent
questionnaire to complete as we:
as one for their assistant to con-.
plete. They were asked to duplicat
the questionnaire if they had mor
assistants.
Returns included rE
sponses from 3130 doctors of chi
ropractic and 1809 chiropracti
assistants.
Responses
were re
ceived from every state in the Cnit
ed States. NinetY-eight percem c
the responding
doctors of chire.
practic were male, while 98 percer-.
of the responding
chiropracti
assistants were female. The ave::

)

age age of responding doctors of
chiropractic was 40.1 years, while
that of responding chiropractic
assistants was 33.9 vears. Doctors
of chiropractic reported an average
of 12.33 years of experience, while
chiropractic assistants reported 4.4
years.
The two measures included in
the questionnaire which are central
to this report were the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA - see Table 1) and
the State Communication Apprehension Measure (SCAM - see
Table 2). Both these instruments
have been widely used in previous
research and are highly reliable.4. 12 In this stud v the estimated reliability for the 'PRCA was
.94 and that for'the SCAJ.v!was. 92.
The PRCA yields an overall score
which is an estimate of an individual's apprehension about communication in general. In addition,
four subscores can be obtained
from this measure (see Table 1 for
scoring procedure) whic..~are estimates of communication apprehension in four communication
contexts: public speaking, speaking in meetings. speaking in small
groups, and speaking in dyads.
The SC\M vields an overall score,
which in this case is an estimate of
the level of communication apprehension the respondents experienced while interacting with their
most recent patient.
Results

tic profession, this result was expected.
Based on the national
norms, approximately
nine percent of the doctors of chiropractic
would be classified as high communication apprehensives
(about
half the national average). In contrast, approximately
42 percent
would be classified as low communication apprehensives
(more
than double the national average).
If our sample is representative
of
the profession as a whole, these
results indicate that doctors of chiropractic as a group are much less
apprehensive
about communication than people in the society in
general.
The results relating to chiropractic assistants stand in stark contrast
to the doctor of chiropractic results.
The means for trait-like
communication apprehension
in chiropractic assistants are very close
to the national norms. In addition,
approximately
21 percent of the
chiropractic assistants
would be
classified as high communication
apprehensives,
and 21 percent
would be classified as low communication
apprehensives.
This
result also is verY similar to the
national norms. These results suggest that approximately
one chiropractic assistant in five is a high
communication apprehensive.
The results relating
to communication apprehension with patients indicate that both doctors of
chiropractic and chiropractic assistants generally do not experience

Table 3 reports the mean communication apprehension scores
for doctors of chiropractic and chiropractic assistants and the normative means for the general population for the PRC.\. based on data
from over 50,000 people. Because
of its nature, there are no norms on
the SCAM.
The results indicate that doctors
of chiropractic are substantially
lower on trait-like communication
apprehension
than the general
population. Because ot the highly
imeractive nature ot the chiropracACA Journai of Chircorac:ic: September

much apprehension in this important context. However, significant
numbers of both doctors of chiropractic and chiropractic assistants
reported very high apprehension
with their most recent patient.
Thus, while experiencing
high
communication
apprehension
with patients does not appear to be
extremely common in the profession, it is far from rare. Not surprisingly, it was found that doctors of
chiropractic with higher trait-like
communication
apprehension
were more likely to report higher
apprehension
with their most recent patient. The mean SCAM
score for high communication
apprehensives
was 46.4, that for
moderate communication
apprehensives was 38.4, and that for low
communication
apprehensives
was 33.8. Thus, high communication apprehensive doctors of chiropractic reported 48 percent higher
apprehension
with their patients
than low communication
apprehensives and 30 percent higher
apprehension than moderates. An
almost identical pattern was found
for the chiropractic assistants.
The demographic data obtained
were also examined to see if thev
were related to communication
apprehension.
No differences
were found with regard to the region of the United States in which
the respondents worked. Similarlv, there were no differences attributable to sex on communication
apprehension
for either doctors or
chiropractic or chiropractic assis-

Table 3 - Meancommunication apprehension scores
for doctors of chiropractic, chiropractic assistants, and
general population
MEASURE
PRCA
Graue
Dyad
Meeting
Public

1984

DOCTORS OF
CHIROPRACTIC

CHIROPRACTIC
ASSISTANTS

GENERAL
POPULA.TION

55.5
13.1
12.4
14.2
15.9

65.39
14.70
14.24
16.52
19.88

65.6
15.4
14.5
16.4
19.3

29

tants. In addition, there was no
correlation between age of respondent and communication
apprehension for either group of respondents.
An important result relating to
years of experience was observed.
Low communication apprehensive
doctors of chiropractic averaged
13.9 years, moderates
averaged
11.2 years, and highs averaged 10.5
vears. The lower the communication apprehension level, the longer
the doctor of chiropractic is likely to
stay in the profession. In fact, low
apprehensives in this study had 32
percent more years of experience
than high apprehensives. No similar pattern was observed for chiropractic assistants.

Implications for the
Chiropractic Profession
1. The results of this studv indicate that comoarativelv fewer doctors of chiropractic are high communication apprehensives than
are found in the population as a
whole. This does not, however,
necessarily indicate that fewer high
communication apprehensives enter this profession. The substantial
relationship between communication apprehension and years of experience indicates that many high
communication apprehensives enter the profession but do not remain. This suggests that schools of
chiropractic either should attempt
to screen out highly apprehensive
students or provide programs
which can help those students reduce their apprehension
about
communication.
It should be
noted, however, that normal
courses in speech or communication will not accomplish that objective.
2. Chiropractic assistants appear
to be a cross section of the general
population. Thus, many chiropractic assistants are high communication apprehensives. This presents
a significant problem for the profession. Since chiropractic assistants have regular communicative
30

conta'ct with patients (as well as
with the doctor of chiropractic), all
the negative communicative impacts found in previous research
may be expected to occur for these
chiropractic assistants. Doctors of
chiropractic should be concerned
about employing high communication apprehensive
chiropractic
assistants. They may generate
negative communication with patients which could not onlv reduce
the quality of care prov(ded but
also have a negative impact on income generated.
Communication
Apprehension
and
Communication
Behavior
In the second article in this
series, we will look at communication behaviors of doctors of chiropractic and chiropractic assistants
with patients and the link between
those behaviors and communication apprehension. In the final article in the series, we will examine
the impact of both communication
apprehension and communication
behavior on the "bottom line": income of doctors of chiropractic. 8
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